The Most Powerful Attendance Platform Built for Blackboard Learn
Take the pain out of tracking and grading student attendance with Qwickly Attendance.
Qwickly Attendance enables faculty to take attendance that is automatically graded in the Blackboard
Grade Center. Faculty can take attendance using an attendance list on screen or allow students to
check in on their own browser, complete with a PIN and countdown timer.

Student Check In
Instructors can allow students to check in to class on
their own devices. Checking in allows instructors to skip
manually taking attendance and gives students credit for
being in class. For extra security, Qwickly Attendance can
automatically generate a 4 digit pin for students to enter.

Customize Statuses
Extend the power of Qwickly Attendance by creating
custom attendance statuses like Tardy, Bonus or Early
Departure. Each status supports having a percentage
of an absence and points, allowing you to tap into
the powerful attendance algorithm beneath Qwickly
Attendance. System Admins can set up these statuses
and even allow faculty to create their own. Here are
some examples of how they work:
•

Present is worth 100% of the days points, and is 0%
of an absence

•

Absent is worth 0% of the days points and 100% of
an absence

•

Tardy could be worth 90% of the days points, and be
considered 33% of an absent (3 tardies = 1 absence)

NEW FEATURES:
Multiple Sessions
Take attendance for any class an
unlimited number of times per day
and name each session if desired.

Automatic Grading
Automatically create a grade
center column, keep a running
grade for each class, and assign
desired point values.

Absence Statistics
View an aggregate number of
absences for each student,
including custom statuses that
give students partial absences.

Custom Email Alerts
Send a customized email to
students when they are marked
as absent for the day.

Excused Absences
Exempt excused students from
losing points on sessions when
not in attendance.

Qwickly Inc.
Founded in 2013, Qwickly, Inc. is an educational software company that specializes in user
experience enhancements to learning management systems. Based in Cleveland, Ohio, Qwickly
creates user-centric software solutions for clients around the world.
Qwickly has been a Blackboard partner since 2013, received an award from the Burton D. Morgan
Foundation and is a Flashstarts accelerator company. Flashstarts is the agile startup accelerator
focused on unique and innovation uses of software and technology.

QWICKLY PRODUCTS
• Qwickly+
• Qwickly+Cloud
• Qwickly Attendance

Qwickly also provides custom building
block development, including feature
enhancements to its own products.

Qwickly products are compatible with self-hosted, Blackboard
managed, and SaaS versions of Blackboard.

Qwickly is used by

QWICKLY BUILDING BLOCK
The Qwickly Building Block for
Blackboard Learn provides a microplatform that increases the efficiency
of communicating with members of
and managing content in multiple
courses and organizations, as well
as simplifying tasks that need to be
done repetitively in each course an
instructor teaches. This platform
also creates a connection between
popular cloud storage services and
Blackboard Learn, which allows
posting documents and submitting
assignments from the cloud. Qwickly’s
Attendance tool enables faculty to
track attendance that is automatically
graded in the Blackboard Grade
Center using an attendance list or
allowing students to check in.

500+
schools worldwide.

Schools across the world
have deployed Qwickly in their
Blackboard Learn environment,
allowing their users to do
repetitive tasks more efficiently,
and with greater ease.

QWICKLY ATTENDANCE PRICING

Qwickly Inc. is a licensed developer
for Blackboard, Google, Dropbox,
Box, and Microsoft.

50 Public Square, Suite 200
Cleveland, Ohio 44113

www.GoQwickly.com
Twitter: @QwicklyTools

